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No.: AIBSNLEA/RAJ/2014-16/41 Dated at Jaipur:- 14-06-2017 

To, 

Shri Prahlad Rai 
Genl. Secy. AIBSNLEA 
CHQ. New Delhi 

Sub: Re-Diversion of EE(Electrical) post from Rajasthan to Gujarat Telecom Circle. 

Sir, 

Today while going through to website of our esteemed organisation I came across the news update of 
your meeting with PGM (EW) on 14/06/2017 in which you have requested to re-diversion EE(Electrical) post 
from Rajasthan to Gujarat Telecom Circle, which was recently diverted to Rajasthan Telecom as per the work 
requirement of EW in Rajasthan and was diverted in the interest of BSNL. 

It is surprising to note that while taking such an important issue with PGM(EW) which will directly 
affect our members of Rajasthan Circle, Circle body was not taken in confidence. Our members of EW are 
agitated over such development as number of our members from EW are awaiting for their promotion to 
EE(E) grade for more than 17 years. Diversion of this post from Rajasthan Circle will directly affect our 
members from EW and they are very much agitated over such step taken up by you. 

Our comrades from EW are very much active in our association activities and always take lead in all 
our calls and participate whole heartily. Our members from EW has approached me and shown their 
resentment over this new development.  

It is therefore requested the post of EE(Electrical) must not be diverted from Rajasthan and interest of 
members of EW should be protected. This proposed diversion will result a deep desperation among members 
of EW in Rajasthan. 

It is humbly request to review your stand taken on this matter and it is also pleaded that we must be 
taken into confidence on issues affecting our members. 

Thanking You 

Yours sincerely 
 
 
 

(M.K.Morodia) 
 Circle Secretary 
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